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From the President 

gaenor dixon

Gaenor Dixon 
National President

GlObAllY 2016 SeemS to have been a year of big events; the us election, 
Brexit, devastating earthquakes in new zealand. for the speech pathology 
community we have seen rosie martin, Tasmanian Branch chair, win Tasmanian 
of the year, which places her in the nominations for australian of the year.  my 
congratulations to rosie - a much deserved award for her commitment to 
accessible services to all. The ialp conference was held in ireland with australian 
speech pathologists giving key notes and responded to key notes, as well as 
presenting many papers. Those are just two examples of australian speech 
pathologists achieving high recognition of their contributions that have occurred 
over the year.

in the association, we have: 
•	 collected and established our aspirations for the profession in the speech 

pathology 2030 project. We have worked to embed and work towards the 
attainment of those aspirations in the development of the strategic plan from 
2017-2019. 

•	 started to explore credentialing, what could it mean for the profession, and 
what does credentialing mean?

•	 worked with state and federal ministers and the nDia to resolve various 
issues with the nDis – with a range of successes – and some ongoing work. 
We have continued to advocate across a broad range of areas including 
mBs items, school-age services, youth justice, mental health and aged care. 

•	 added to and updated our suite of clinical guidelines and position 
statements,

•	 worked on a model of cpD for our members – ensuring we offer 
professional learning in a range of formats and cater to the range of 
experience and needs of our members,

•	 continued to ensure that we are supporting our early career speech 
pathologists through support for quality supervision and mentoring, 

•	 continued to provide strong ethical support for members and robust 
protection for the public through our ethical standards, 

•	 worked with our members to promote the profession through swallowing 
awareness Day, speech pathology Week and Book of the year, and  

•	 continued to work with the international communication project – 
developing a three year plan to ensure the message that communication is a 
basic human right is embedded throughout the world. 

my thanks to our dedicated, hard-working national office staff, who have 
either worked directly on these initiatives, or on other day-to-day work of the 
association that keeps everything moving so that we are able to continue to 
work  towards our vision of effective communication and safe swallowing – a 
right for all australians across their lifespan. 
i hope that you have a restful and invigorating summer holiday period, and that 
you return for 2017 ready to hurtle towards 2030!
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THe eArlY cAreer reFereNce GrOuP (ecrG) 
encompasses a total of 12 key members who are early career 
speech pathologists. The key members are from all over the 
country and met for the first time in september 2016. The 
members meet once a month to discuss issues concerning 
new graduate and early career speech pathologists. The ecrg 
is interested in making a difference for the profession and their 
colleagues.

The aim of the ecrg is to advise spa and support early career 
speech pathologists in their engagement with the association, 
through the recognition of the unique needs and concerns 
that early career speech pathologists may face while seeking 
to establish and build a professional identity and career. The 
ecrg will seek to increase the association’s ability to further 
support members embarking on their professional career through 
identification of, and response to key, issues for this cohort. 
Through identification and action the group aims to formulate 
information and resources required to provide support to early 
career speech pathologists. 

in addition to all of this, the ecrg will advise on initiatives of 
relevance and value to early career speech pathologists as part 

of a recruitment and retention strategy for this member segment. 
This will include developing and implementing relevant vehicles 
(social media, networking opportunities) for engaging and 
connecting with fellow member early speech pathologists, raising 
awareness of the benefits of membership of the association for 
both member and non-member early career speech pathologists 
and, will also work towards identifying priority areas for future 
research.

currently, the team is working on developing resources, creating 
events and utilising the social media network to better facilitate 
engagement and liaise with all early career speech pathologists. 
please join the early career reference group facebook page and 
join in the conversation. 

Keep an eye out for upcoming events, new resources and 
relevant information on e-news, the ecrg facebook page 
and Speak Out articles. We look forward to working with you 
and hope you can join us to help further support our dynamic 
profession.

Tiyana Jones
Early Career Reference Group Chair

Support for early career speechies 

association news  

THe FiNAl bOArD meeting for 2016 was held on friday 
25 and saturday 26 november. There were several important 
components to the meeting, including consideration of the 2017 
Budget, review of the initial draft of the association’s 2017-2019 
strategic plan and discussions around the speech pathology 
2030 project outcomes. 

a range of budget proposals for the operational and strategic 
activities of the association were presented to the Board for 
consideration, with the Board accepting the final budget, following 
some amendments. given the current planning of the 2017-2019 
strategic plan, a number of additional budget items of strategic 
importance were deferred for consideration at the first meeting of 
2017.

some further highlights from the meeting include: 

Discussion occurred in relation to how the outcomes of the 
speech pathology 2030 project will be embedded by members 
and the association in the future direction of the profession. 

The Board agreed that the association will use the term 
Developmental language Disorder to describe language 
difficulties that are not part of another condition. This term was 
determined through a delphi concensus process and outlined 
within a catlise paper released by professor Dorothy Bishop. 

further information regarding the terminology will be included in 
later editions of Speak Out. 

revisions to the ethics Board procedures were approved. The 
amendments primarily relate to preliminary hearing of complaints, 
where it is determined this is required.

following a stakeholder forum, including representatives from 
speech pathology australia, new zealand speech-language 
Therapists’ association, Dietitians association of australia (Daa), 
Dietitians nz and a number of key industry representatives, 
the Board agreed to support the adoption of the international 
Dysphagia Diet standardisation initiative (iDDsi) framework. 
implementation plans and timelines will be developed. 

credentialing project officer, anna moran and senior advisor 
professional standards, stacey Baldac joined the meeting to 
discuss the credentialing project. 

practice documents including the Transdisciplinary practice 
position statement and parameters of practice were approved 
for distribution. These documents will be available on the 
association’s website in the coming weeks. 
The next Board meeting will be held in march 2017.

Gail Mulcair 
Chief Executive Officer 

november 2016 board report
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association news  

SPeecH PATHOlOGY AuSTrAliA was excited by the news on 
11 november of rosalie martin’s selection as Tasmanian australian 
of the year. rosalie (or rosie to her friends) is a long-time member of 
speech pathology australia and the current chair of the Tasmanian 
Branch of the association.

speaking following the announcement, speech pathology australia 
national president gaenor Dixon said, “rosalie is a fitting choice as 
Tasmanian australian of the year. she is a highly regarded speech 
pathologist with over 30 years experience and her dedication and 
hard work is an inspiration to anyone seeking to pursue a career in the 
speech pathology profession.

“in a world where people’s time seems so precious, rosalie gives 
hers freely to help those with a communication disability. her visits 
to risdon prison as volunteer initiator of the Just sentences literacy 
pilot program to help inmates with literacy problems is a perfect 
example of this.

“rosalie is a passionate advocate. communication is her talent. 
speech pathology australia advocates every day that communication 
is a basic human right. rosalie works daily to make this a reality.

“anyone who has met rosalie is immediately struck by her infectious 
personality and her desire to bring out the best in those around her.

“We will be watching keenly for the announcement of the 2017 
australian of the year awards.”

rosalie is also the founder of chatters matters Tasmania, a charity 
striving to build awareness and skills in human communication.

Other awards news:

•	 adjunct associate professor Dimity Dornan has been named a 
fellow by the australian academy of Technological sciences and 
engineering (aTse). 

•	 alesiha Davis, a certified listening and spoken language specialist 
and speech pathologist, has been rewarded with top honours 
at the 2016 sydney city Business awards as a recipient of the 
Business leader category award.

rosalie is tassie’s 
australian of 
the year!

rosalie martin at work in her practice in Tasmania. 

passionaTe aDVocaTe rosalie marTin 
Was recenTly nameD The Tasmanian 
ausTralian of The year.

under the association's constitution, nominations for Directors 
are currently being sought for three positions.

speech pathology australia's Board of Directors is responsible 
for the strategic development, implementation and evaluation of 
the association's policies and procedures within the rules of the 
constitution.

Board nomination forms and an information package are 
available on the association's website. each nomination must 
address key selection criteria and completed nomination forms 
must be received at national office by Tuesday 31 January 
2017.

appointments will be effective from the 2017 annual general 
meeting in may for a period of two years.

reminder: call for board nominations
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association news  

To follow are some highlights from this year.

advocating to elected officials 
This year we were busy holding meetings with elected public officials 
both in the australian parliament and senate and in state and territory 
parliaments. our advocacy spanned a range of topic areas including 
registration/self-regulation of our profession, access and funding 
of services, the senate inquiry into speech pathology, the nDis 
implementation, school services, aged care services and more. our 
Board members, chiars, ceo and key staff have met with over 30 elected 
members of parliament and their officers and held multiple follow-up 
meetings with relevant government departments. We wrote to relevant 
incoming ministers and shadow ministers following the federal, acT and 
nT elections. 

disability
i think members will agree that when it comes to the nDis “common 
sense” is not that common! The implementation of the nDis brought with 
it some major problems for many members from July to september, with 
registration issues and payments through the my place portal. our Board 
and staff worked intensively with the offices of federal minister porter and 
assistant minister prentice, nDia senior management and relevant state 
and territory disability ministers to draw attention to the problems and 
find solutions. it was with a sense of achievement (and significant relief) 
that we facilitated the payment of over $1 million dollars to our members 
by the nDia for their nDis services already provided. We all celebrated 
when an exemption was granted for our nsW private practitioners from 
the third party registration requirements for nDis registration! sa and Vic 
registration issues are actively being worked on to streamline processes for 
our members – and we will continue this advocacy into 2017.

it was great to see our expertise recognised through spa’s appearance 
before the Victorian parliamentary inquiry into services for people with 
autism in september. This year we made seven written submissions 
relating to disability policy and funding. 

health funding and reforms
it’s been a busy year in health policy reform. We’ve engaged in advocacy 
around primary health reforms including the review of the mBs, private 
health insurance, primary health networks (phns), the “opt-out” my health 
record and funding of multidisciplinary care service under the health care 
homes trial. We supported our members involved in phn clinical council 
and working groups through regular teleconferences. We are monitoring 
the roll out of the my health record and the health care home trials – with 
more work on this expected in 2017. 

it was exciting to see spa’s advocacy successfully culminating in 
recommendations by the mBs review Taskforce for a new mBs item 
for stroboscopy. similarly, the new national oral health plan 2015 – 
2016 incorporated many of our recommendations. Did you know that 
a parliamentary inquiry into chronic condition management explicitly 
recognised speech and swallowing disorders as chronic conditions and 
our recommendations relating to improvements needed to mBs funding/
referrals for chronic conditions? This year we made 12 submissions relating 
to health sector policy and funding. 

2016 policy and advocacy wrap up
iN 2016 Our policy anD aDVocacy acTiViTies focuseD on engaging WiTh imporTanT policy 
anD funDing Discussions anD responDing To The implemenTaTion of maJor naTional 
reforms. WiTh The aDDiTion of a neW policy officer, We increaseD supporT To our 
Branches To progress sTaTe/TerriTory specific issues. 

WA Minister for Health The Hon John Day MLA opening SPA’s 
National Conference in Perth. 

Tim Kittel and Cathy Olsson meet with the Hon. Leesa Vlahos, 
SA Minister for Disabilites, Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse.

SPA Chief Executive Officer Galil Mulcair and SPA Tasmanian 
Branch Chair Rosie Martin with Tasmanian Shadow Health 
Minister Rebecca White (pictured centre).

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


aged care reforms
We have had a strong focus on advocacy in the aged care sector this year, 
particularly through our involvement in the national aged care alliance (the 
peak body that government uses for the sector). We have had significant 
influence in national policy through staff and member representation on 
the australian Department of health’s working groups developing the 
standards for aged care services and the aged care funding instrument. 
We appeared before the senate inquiry into the future of the aged care 
Workforce in april. now, just to get speech pathologists listed properly 
on the my aged care finder website – “sigh”. We made five written 
submissions relating to aged care policy this year.  

School services
it was encouraging to see spa quoted so many times in the report into 
the senate inquiry into students with Disabilities early in the year and the 
subsequent media we achieved by recommending an inclusion measure 
be listed on the my schools Website. Board members and the ceo 
appeared before a sa parliamentary inquiry into education for students 
with disability in march. We held meetings with the australian institute of 
Teaching and school leadership and the australian curriculum reporting 
authority. Do you know that the productivity commission quoted spa 
multiple times in its draft report into the inquiry into the education evidence 
Base? This year, we made five written submission relating to education and 
early childhood policy and funding. 

ensuring we have a seat at the table
our members and staff have represented the profession on a range of 
government and sector working groups, taskforces and alliances this 
year. We have had a “seat at the table” to advocate for our profession 
and clients through key partnerships including allied health professions 
australia, national rural health alliance, mental health australia, 
consumers health forum, Vic ministerial nDis implementation Taskforce, 
Department of Veteran affairs allied health Working group, and national 
aged care alliance, to name just a few. 

Thank you to the many members who have shared their expertise and 
experiences to support our advocacy efforts this year. one of the strengths 
of our advocacy strategy is that we genuinely reflect the experiences 
of our members and their clients. so please keep talking to us about 
what is happening in your part of the speech pathology world – policy@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au 

We look forward to working for you all in 2017.

Ronelle Hutchinson and Sandy Fowler
Policy and Advocacy Team

2016 policy and advocacy wrap up

iN JuNe, speech pathology australia ceo, gail 
mulcair, and manager for policy and advocacy, 
ronelle hutchinson, met with shadow minister 
for health mr roger cook to discuss inclusion of 
speech pathology into the national registration and 
accreditation scheme. mr cook was in the midst of 
preparing the labor party’s health policy platform 
and, invited spa to recommend ideas that might 
help inform this policy, particularly in the area of early 
identification and intervention. 

in response to the invitation, a group of Wa members 
were convened to identify:

•	 the current system for early diagnosis and 
intervention for young children in Western 
australia,

•	 the “gaps” and shortcomings,

•	 suggestions of initiatives that would improve 
early diagnosis and intervention.  

spa initiated the meeting in september between 
spa Wa Branch members and mr cook to discuss 
the above points. The intention was to continue 
engagement and provide input into the labor party’s 
policy platform for the upcoming Wa general election, 
scheduled for march 2017.

Meeting to inform policy

Western Australian SPA members Jodi Lipscombe, Brooke 
Sanderson and Michelle Quail, met with Shadow Minister for 
Health Mr Roger Cook. 

Policy and Advocacy Advisor Ronelle Hutchison and SPA CEO Gail Mulcair “front and centre” at the Mental Health Policy Forum in Canberra. 
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association news  

Medicare Provider Status
meDicAre AuSTrAliA will be conducting an audit of 
speech pathologists with a provider number early in 2017 to 
ensure they are current financial members of speech pathology 
australia. This is a requirement for speech pathologists to 
maintain a medicare provider number.

medicare will be checking whether or not spa members with 
a provider number have renewed their membership by the 
due date 1 January 2017 and hold certified practising (cpsp) 
status. please renew early to avoid any potential disruption 
to your medicare provider status. We look forward to your 
continued membership and support throughout 2017.

ToP TiP: renew your membership to speech 
pathology australia by the due date to avoid any 
potential disruption to your medicare provider status. 

Membership renewals 2017 now open!

memBers shoulD By now have received their membership 
renewal information by email. 

To renew your membership simply go to www.
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/renew2017 and sign in. 

if you require your login and password please contact us at 
membership@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au or 1300 368 835.

payments can be made online in full by credit card (Visa or 
mastercard) or you can provide your bank account details and 
elect to pay by direct debit on a monthly, quarterly or yearly 
basis.

how to renew...

renew 
online

www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/renew2017

updating your details
YOur emPlOYer/PrAcTice details will 
show during your renewal.

it is important for advocacy, policy and 
lobbying activities that we have accurate 
and comprehensive information about 
speech pathologists in Australia. 

For those who wish to appear on the Find 
a Speech Pathologist Search, this provides 
the public with accurate information.

We therefore ask you to complete as many 
details as possible during your renewal.

remember you can also log in at any time 
and update your details. 

To update and add to these go to: 

www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

Sign in

Go to members

From the drop down menu go to 
update member Details

my employer/Practice details 

To view, edit or delete an existing 
practice click edit or delete next to 
practice type.

To add a new practice, click on the + 
sign.

For more information and assistance contact 
the SPA membership team on 1300 368 835.
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Hearing and Deafness in Children: 
Identity, Trust and Technology 

Bring family & friends to Port Macquarie which 
has the best climate in Australia, a beautiful 
coastline & great restaurants.
Join academics, policy makers, parents, 
clinicians, educators and community 
representatives for a thought provoking and 
cutting edge seminar convened by Mel Gray-
Thompson.
Auslan-English interpreters and live captioning 
will be available throughout the seminar.

Presenters include:  
Dr Donna McDonald (Griffith University)  
Prof Greg Leigh (RIDBC)  
Ann Porter (Aussie Deaf Kids)  
Dr Wayne Wilson (University of Queensland) Alex Jones /
Leonie Jackson  (Deaf Society NSW) Dr Dunay Schmulian 
(Consultant)  
Dr Chyrisse Heine (La Trobe University)   
and more 
With contributions from:  
Deafness Forum and Parents of Deaf Children

 

Blue Beach Girl. Lino-print. Art 
work by Donna McDonald; 
Printed by Wim de Vos, Studio 
West End. 2016. 
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Excellence in Education 

24 – 26 February 2017 
Water’s Edge 
1 Buller Road 
Port Macquarie, NSW 

Registration Early bird Closes  
31 December 2016 

Full registration closes 
5 February 2017 

Full Seminar $790 $890 

Single Day $265 $300 
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association news  

THANk YOu TO the spa 
membership for demonstrating your 
commitment to ongoing professional 
development by meeting cpsp 
requirements with your 2016 renewal 
as a certified practising or full-time 
postgraduate student member. at 
this point in time, 97.4 percent of 
eligible members have renewed as 
certified practising members with 
cpsp status (full and provisional). 

With your 2017 renewal, please feel 
free to contact us if you would like 
assistance with completing your psr 
Declaration. also, if you undertook 
psr activities in 2016 but did not 
declare them when you renewed 
for 2017, or overlooked this as you 
are on direct debit, it’s not too late 

to submit your psr Declaration 
now. you can either download the 
psr Declaration form online and 
email it in, or contact national office 
for an electronic declaration to be 
emailed to you. once your record is 
updated to reflect that you have met 
the requirements to be a cpsp, you 
will be mailed a certified practising 
membership certificate that includes 
your cpsp status. 

please feel free to contact 
sharon crane, senior advisor, 
professional education and 
certification, who coordinates the 
psr program at national office on 
1300 368 835 or email scrane@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

certified practising membership
thanks to 2016 members

www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/renew2017

renew 
online

http://www.independentaudiologists.net.au/
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GiveN THe iNcreASiNG focus for many speech pathologists 
supporting children and adolescents with reading, spelling 
and writing difficulty – collectively known as literacy – speech 
pathology australia commissioned the preparation of clinical 
guidelines in literacy for the benefit of association members. 

The aims of these clinical guidelines were to explore and 
document the scope of practice for speech pathologists in 
the literacy domain, to discuss models of service delivery, and 
importantly, to appraise the evidence for our practices. Dr Tanya 
serry, phD, a senior lecturer in the Discipline of speech pathology 
at la Trobe university in Victoria, was appointed as the project 
officer in 2015 to lead this project. on the eve of the release of 
these clinical guidelines for speech pathologists working in the 
literacy domain, Tanya reported on the journey of establishing a 
working party and creating the guidelines.

following Tanya’s appointment to lead the project, she called 
for expressions of interest from within the speech pathology 
community to form a working party to develop the clinical 
guidelines. eleven speech pathologists were assigned and 
they represented private practitioners, school-based speech 
pathologists and academics from many states in australia. The 
working party members are listed below.  

clinical guidelines for speech pathologists working in literacy is 
timely based on recent evidence from australia and the usa, 
describing a complex landscape for us to be fully engaged in 
supporting children and adolescents with poor literacy (fallon 
& Katz, 2011; Katz, fallon, DiDonato, & Van Der linden, 2006; 
serry, 2013; snow, 2009). 

The training that speech pathologists receive for entry-level into 
the profession makes us well-equipped to work in literacy support 
given the fact that reading and related literacy-based activities are 
underpinned by oral language competencies. Taking into account 
the fact that speech pathologists are suitably equipped, yet are 

likely to face some challenges when seeking to work in the literacy 
domain, these guidelines were designed with two key foci: (i) as a 
practice document to guide speech pathology practice based on 
the best available evidence, and (ii) as a framework to assist with 
advocating for an established role as part of a literacy support 
team. 

at a practice-based level, the guidelines adopt a framework for 
working at various levels which include: prevention to reduce 
the risk of later difficulty in learning to become literate; strategies 
to promote strong oral language competencies and emergent 
literacy; assessment – from screening to detailed analysis and 
intervention – from young children who do not make a strong start 
learning to read and spell, through to secondary students who 
experience difficulty in any aspect of literacy. 

Difficulties may include poor word decoding, poor reading 
comprehension, poor spelling and/or poor extended written 
language or narrative. 

The clinical guidelines also explore and appraise the evidence 
for various service delivery models that reach well beyond the 
traditional one-to-one approach. With respect to the importance 
of acknowledging the quality of evidence (sackett, rosenberg, 
gray, haynes, & richardson, 1996), the australian national 
health and medical research council guidelines were referred to 
throughout the clinical guidelines when appraising the evidence 
for clinically oriented content.

at a systems-based level, the clinical guidelines provide some 
strategies to assist speech pathologists to advocate to undertake 
a greater role in establishing and supporting literacy initiatives. 
This component of the clinical guidelines relied on some of the 
existing literature combined with experiences and reflections 
among working party members for this clinical guideline. 

in may 2016, the working party presented a workshop reporting 
on a draft version of the clinical guidelines at the speech 

clinical guidelines for SPs 
working in the literacy domain
speech paThology ausTralia commissioneD The preparaTion of clinical guiDelines in liTeracy for 
The BenefiT of associaTion memBers. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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pathology australia national conference in canberra. This 
was an opportunity to put forward our clinical guidelines 
framework and seek feedback from the audience. following 
this feedback, the Board of speech pathology australia then 
reviewed these clinical guidelines and provided approval 
for the document to be made available on the speech 
pathology australia website.

Working party members
emma Jones, private practitioner, acT

Kate Walmsley, private practitioner, Wa

marleen Westerveld, phD - griffith university, QlD

melinda schambre, private practitioner, university of 
melbourne, Vic

pamela snow, phD, la Trobe university, Vic

rachael furner, Department of education and Training, Vic

roslyn neilson, phD private practitioner, consultant, nsW

shae morrish independent school speech pathologist, Vic

suze leitao, phD curtin university, Wa

Toni seiler, phD curtin university, private practitioner, Wa/Vic

Tracey rowe, Department of education and Training, Vic

references:

fallon, K. a., & Katz, l. a. (2011). providing written language 
services in the schools: The time is now. Language, Speech, and 
Hearing Services in Schools, 42(1), 3–17. doi:10.1044/0161-
1461(2010/09-0068)

Katz, l. a., fallon, K. a., DiDonato, J., & Van Der linden, K. (2006). 
Written language & the school-based S-LP: A preliminary survey 
study. paper presented at the american speech-language hearing 
association conference, miami, fl.

sackett, D. l., rosenberg, W. m., gray, J. m., haynes, r. B., & 
richardson, W. s. (1996). evidence based medicine: What it is and 
what it isn't. British Medical Journal, 312(7023), 71–72. 

serry, T. a. (2013). capacity to support young low-progress 
readers at school: experiences of speech-language pathologists. 
International Journal of Speech-Language Pathology, 15(6), 623-
633. 

snow, p. c. (2009). child maltreatment, mental health and oral 
language competence: inviting speech-language pathology to 
the prevention table. International Journal of Speech-Language 
Pathology, 11(2), 95-103. 

Stacey Baldac 
Senior Advisor, Professional Standards

at a practice-based level, 
the guidelines adopt a 

framework for working at 
various levels...

`
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association news  

SPeecH PATHOlOGY AuSTrAliA 
has arranged a new system for 
authors to submit their manuscripts 
for the Journal of clinical practice in 
speech-language pathology. 

The new system is “up and running” 
and will significantly streamline the 
current Jcpslp manuscript and 
article submission process.

authors can simply upload their 
manuscripts via scholastica hQ, a 
fully automated system that will link, 
the editor, reviewers and authors to 
ensure a smooth transition between 
each role. 

once an author has created a 
basic account they can upload the 
article and extra files, and track the 
feedback and acceptance process. 

Visit www.scholasticahq.com for 
more information about the new 
system. 

new way to submit 
articles to JcPSlP

cHArleS STurT uNiverSiTY (csu) phD student 
sarah masso was awarded a federal government 
endeavour research fellowship recently to work with 
leading international researchers in newfoundland, 
canada.

The endeavour research fellowship for sarah, a phD 
candidate in the csu school of Teacher education who 
works with children who have difficulty communicating, will 
enable her to work in newfoundland for four months.

"By using current technology, and adapting resources 
such as 'phon' to be specifically useful for speech 
pathologists, i hope to support speech pathologists to 
use technology to improve the productivity, efficiency, and 
accuracy of their assessments,” said sarah. 

ms masso will join associate professor yvan rose and Dr 
greg hedlund at memorial university of newfoundland, 
canada, to help them build a user-friendly interface for 
phon, an innovative and comprehensive open-source 
analysis software that has been developed for free use by 
linguists.

"This fellowship is an amazing opportunity for me to work 
closely with associate professor rose and Dr hedlund, 
some of the world's leading developers of speech analysis 
software, who i met at the international clinical phonetics 
and linguistics conference in canada a few months ago," 
sarah added.

"This opportunity will allow me to be a voice for speech 
pathologists who need efficient ways to analyse the 
speech of children and adults who have communication 
difficulties. i am very excited to be a part of an innovative 
team and to develop software for speech pathology 
practice in australia and around the world."

July and September
Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart, Brisbane and Perth

Additional courses organised by demand

Multisensory Instruction in 
Language Arts 1  

Teacher Training Course

Gain the skills to teach writing, spelling and 
reading to primary school students.

Contact 
Robyn Grace 
03 9889 4768 

robyn.grace@spaldingaustralia.com.au

research 
fellowship awarded 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.scholasticahq.com/
mailto:robyn.grace@spaldingaustralia.com.au
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FOr 2017 cPD events, after holding the registration fee 
constant in 2014–2015–2016, we reluctantly have increased the 
registration fee by $11 (incl gsT) per day workshop. This increase 
reflects increasing costs for venue hire, aV and catering, speaker 
fee, travel costs, and printing costs. 

Does cPD make a profit?
•	 cpD activities are expected to “break even” and be self-

sustaining. That is, the annual income from cpD activities 
overall is expected to cover national cpD activity costs. 

•	 While this is the expectation, in 2014 cpD ran at a small 
overall loss, and in 2015 cpD sustained a loss of $51,000. 

Where does my cPD registration fee go?
•	 To	meet	the	costs	of	the	event: Branch workshop event 

running costs include the venue cost, catering costs, aV 
costs, printing expenses, the speaker fee, and speaker travel 
and accommodation costs. numbers are capped for spa 
cpD workshops to allow registrants to be able to interact 
with the speaker/s in a workshop atmosphere and to be able 
to ask questions and have discussion. online event costs 
include speaker fees, technical support, and equipment 
costs.

•	 To	cover	the	expenses	of	paid	staff	involved	in	SPA	
Branch	and	National	CPD	delivery: Branch cpD 
coordinators and paid staff at national office (including the 
senior advisor professional education & certification and 
professional education administration) support Branch cpD 
committees and members in the delivery and execution of 
cpD programs.

•	 To	support	CPD	events	that	are	necessary	but	run	at	a	
loss:	While it is desirable for each event to break even, it is 
recognised that this is not always possible, and on that basis 
the Board supports some events running at a loss if they are 
in specific clinical areas and/or in new and emerging areas of 
practice, and/or held in smaller Branches and/or in rural or 
remote locations. 

•	 To	support	SPA	members,	rural	and	remote	travellers	
and	student	speech	pathologists: Branch workshops allow 
for all spa members to attend spa events at a registration 
fee that is generally 50 percent or more of the fee for non-
members. Travellers and student spa members receive an 
additional deduction to the member registration fee to further 
support their attendance.

Member benefits for SPa events
non-members pay double the fee of spa members to register 
for cpD Branch events, cpD live online events, and the national 
conference.

•	 The traveller’s rate for cpD events is available only to spa 
members who meet the criteria. These spa members pay 50 
percent of the member rate for workshop registrations.

•	 spa student members pay 25 percent of the registration fee 
paid by student non-members. 

•	 The spa events e-news and Speak Out with the current 
information on events goes out only to spa members.

•	 The cpD events library offers a range of items to hire on 
paediatric, adult and general topics – only spa members can 
hire from the library.

•	 spa has online resources, such as the online evidence-
Based practice independent study resource available on the 
website – only members can view these items at no charge.

•	 only spa members can join the facebook member 
communities closed groups dedicated to information 
sharing and support. 

•	 only members can participate in the psr program and earn 
points towards certified practising speech pathologist status 
when they attend spa events.

national tour 2017
The 2017 spa national Tour speaker will be Dr Tanya serry 
presenting on Speech Pathology in the literacy domain: From 
prevention to intervention.

This two-day workshop will explore the scope of practice for 
speech pathologists in prevention or reducing the risk of children 
becoming poor readers; early identification and management; 
assessment and formal intervention for children and adolescents. 
The focus will be more on younger children but principles can be 
applied across age groups. a response-to-intervention model will 
underpin the discussion regarding formal intervention. in addition 
to this two-day workshop that will run in most Branches, the 
national Tour program will finish with a 90-minute online cpD live 
event.

Tanya serry, Bapp sc (sp path), 
ma (applied linguistics), phD, 
is a member of the living with 
Disability research centre at la 
Trobe university. she is also a 
senior lecturer in the Discipline 
of speech pathology at la Trobe 
university and an honorary 
research fellow at the murdoch 
childrens research institute in the 
policy equity and Transition group. 
Tanya’s research interests include 
prevention and early identification 
strategies for young children at risk of reading difficulty. Tanya 
has also investigated intervention approaches at a systems level 
within schools and universities. Taking an alternative perspective, 
Tanya has also studied the experiences of people involved with 
the person with reading difficulty including parents of children 
receiving intervention and school-based intervention providers. 

The association is looking forward to Tanya sharing her 
knowledge, experience and clinical skills in applying speech 
pathology knowledge of language and phonology to promoting 
oral language competency and emergent literacy, and of 
collaborative practice in the literacy domain in partnerships as part 
of a wider team of professionals.

looking to 2017
continuing professional development 
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continuing professional development

national office has a 1300 368 835 
number to support members within 
australia to have equity in phoning 

national office for the cost of a local call.

When phoning about spa events, 
please have your spa member number 
ready to help us assist you as efficiently 

as possible.

THANkS TO THe wonderful team of volunteer spa members in 
each Branch whose support in 2016 was incalculable in planning 
and delivering the spa cpD program. These members are ably led 
by:
•	 acT – leah hanley
•	 nsW - christine sheard 
•	 nT – erin coonan
•	 QlD - Jo Wilkinson and sarah goodman
•	 sa - Barbara lyndon
•	 Tas – nicole hatch 
•	 Vic - Kate Bridgman and linda crisci
•	 Wa - Kelly robinson 

national tour
The association was very 
fortunate and privileged to have 
the 2016 spa national Tour 
speaker as Dr Jade cartwright 
presenting on Dementia is our 
Business: Speech Pathology 
Services for People Living with 
Dementia across the Continuum 
of Care. Jade presented a 
one-day workshop in a number 
of Branches, and finished the 
national Tour with a 90-minute 
cpD online event. These 
workshops were well attended 
and well received.

Jade’s passion, encouragement, 
generosity and knowledge were 
acknowledged by workshop 
participants across the nation. Jade shares her thoughts on the 
experience of being the national Tour speaker. 

“it was an absolute privilege to present the speech pathology 
australia 2016 national Tour Dementia is our Business: Speech 
Pathology Services for People Living with Dementia Across the 
Continuum of Care. for the 353,800 people currently living with 
dementia in australia, communication difficulties represent one 
of the most prominent, intimate, and distressing symptoms, with 
profound social and emotional consequences. speech pathology 
interventions may help to enhance communication and quality of 
life outcomes for people living with dementia and their families, yet 
access to services remains limited and highly fragmented. 

focusing on communication, the national Tour workshops aimed 
to present a strong rationale for the need to expand speech 
pathology services, to showcase examples of innovation and 
evidence-based practice, and to outline new policy direction and 
funding opportunities in the dementia field. personally, presenting 
the workshops has provided an amazing opportunity to connect 
with speech pathologists from around the country with an interest 
in dementia care and to reflect on a plan for the future. There is 
no doubt that as a profession there is a strong commitment to 
action. feedback from delegates suggests that further education 
and support for clinicians is required, alongside collaborative efforts 
to develop the evidence base, drive innovation, and develop care 
pathways. i would like to offer my sincere thanks to everyone 
who has attended the national Tour events during the year, your 

looking back on 2016

SPa cPd program workshops 
& Online cPd 

To view events open for online registration 
– both Branch cpD workshops and cpD 
live online events - watch out for the 
monthly events and Branch e-news, and/
or check out the spa website under the 
professional Development tab.

contributions and insights have been greatly appreciated. Thank 
you also to speech pathology australia for the invitation and 
opportunity to speak on this topic of national importance. i 
look forward to seeing how the profile of speech pathology in 
the dementia field continues to grow into the future, ensuring 
that communication becomes a priority for all people living with 
dementia.”

Sharon Crane

Senior Advisor Professional Education & Certification 
(CPD & PSR) 

Dr Jade cartwright 
national Tour presenter.                                                                                                                                       
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THe embeDDiNG SimulATiON in clinical Training in speech 
pathology national project (see December 2014 and october 
2015 issues of Speak Out) has been full steam ahead in 2016, 
with the successful rollout of the project at six sites across 
australia. 

The overall aim of the project is to determine if students in 
accredited speech pathology programs achieve a comparable 
level of competency in placements when an average of 20 
percent of the placement time is replaced with simulated learning 
activities compared to traditional clinical placements. To do 
this, students undertaking middle-level adult placements at the 
participating universities were randomised into either a traditional 
clinical placement (usual current practice), or a simulation and 
traditional clinical placement known as the “simulation model”, 
where students are immersed in simulation activities at the 
university for the first five days of placement before commencing 
their traditional placements. 

Through the simulation model students have the opportunity 
to develop clinical skills in adult areas of practice including 
speech, language and swallowing, across a range of simulated 
environments including acute hospital and rehabilitation (inpatient 
and outpatient) settings. under the guidance of a speech 
pathology facilitator/clinical educator, students are given the 
opportunity to work alongside their peers to develop assessment 
and management skills, through peer role play and interaction 
with simulated patients. across the five days of the simulation 
model, students engage in 13 simulation sessions focused 
on seven clinical cases representative of the populations that 
students would see in traditional adult placements; these include 

stroke, traumatic brain injury, orthogeriatric and progressive 
neurological conditions. The simulation model also enables 
students to interact with members of the multidisciplinary team 
and family members.

The beginning of the year was a particularly busy one for the team 
with initial rollouts at The university of sydney, The university of 
Queensland, The university of newcastle and The university of 
melbourne in January. not long after this was a clinic at la Trobe 
university in april, and then griffith university in august. in 2016, 
21 simulation clinics were run, with 133 students participating in 
this experience so far. 

Data is being collected from a range of stakeholders using 
a variety of measures. compass® is the primary outcome 
measure being used to measure student competency across 
the two groups (traditional or simulation model), and student 
feedback is also being collected through the use of surveys 
pre and post-placement in both groups. The perceptions of 
simulation clinic facilitators and clinical educators supervising 
students following their participation in the simulation clinic are 
also being sought through post-placement interviews. 

Data collection is set to conclude in early 2017, so we look 
forward to sharing project findings with you soon. if you would 
like further information about this project, please contact Dr anne 
hill, project leader, The university of Queensland at ae.hill@
uq.edu.au.

national rollout of simulation 
randomised control trial

aBoVe: students at griffith university interact with 
simulated patient assisted by speech pathologist and 
facilitator, Brooke Duggan.

lefT: students at griffith university review simulated 
patient case information ahead of seeing their patient.

Simone Howells 
Embedding Simulation in Clinical Training 

in Speech Pathology Project Team

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://uq.edu.au/


SPeecH PATHOlOGY AuSTrAliA sets, 
monitors and regulates speech pathology 
across the continuum from entry-level to 
advanced practice. The competency Based 
occupation standards – entry level (2011) 
“describes the minimum skills, knowledge 
base and professional standards required for 
entry level practice in speech pathology in 
australia”. competency Based occupational 
standards (cBos) is a dynamic document and 
is updated as the profession and evidence base 
for practice evolves. all practising members 
of speech pathology australia are required 
to demonstrate the skills, knowledge and 
professional standards as outlined by cBos.

it is anticipated that the process to review and 
update cBos will commence as early as 2018.

cBos is the core document that is utilised in 
key association functions including:

Accreditation of university courses

•	 assessment of overseas qualified speech 
pathologists

•	 re-entry program for speech pathologists 
who have had a career break.

•	 To maintain entry-level standards the 
association has a dedicated team of 
staff and university academics involved 
in the accreditation of universities and 
assessment of overseas trained speech 
pathologists and speech pathologists 
returning to the profession. 

university accreditation
accreditation assures the general public that 
the speech pathology degree programs in 
australia have the appropriate qualities to 
produce professional speech pathologist 
practitioners who are eligible for membership of 
the association. graduates from an accredited 
university will be automatically eligible for 
practising membership.  

currently 15 universities are delivering 24 entry- 
level speech pathology programs in australia.  
all entry-level degree programs in australia, 
whether undergraduate or post-graduate, 
are assessed to the same standards in the 
accreditation process.

The accreditation process is sufficiently flexible 
to allow for the development of diverse and 
distinctive programs and does not prescribe 
the input of speech pathology degree programs 
by way of hours of study or any specified 
subjects. The association recognises that the 
universities involved are responsible for the 
educational process and accepts that varying 
program structures, pedagogy and assessment 
strategies may be used to develop students’ 
skills and to assess students’ competency 
against the competency Based occupational 
standards 2011.  

The accreditation process is supported by 
a team of university academics trained to 
be an accreditor. an accreditation panel 
consisting of university academics and speech 
pathology australia staff review the university 
documentation and confirm the information 
via a series of interviews with students, staff, 
clinical educators and employing bodies.  

a university program may be disignated with 
the following status:

Qualifying: new courses seeking accreditation 
for the first time, but have not yet undergone 
accreditation evaluation. 

Full: full accreditation for a period of five years 
is awarded when there is evidence that the 
students achieve the entry-level standards as 
specified in cBos, and that the program has 
the appropriate governance, curricula planning 
and review processes, resources and staffing 
profile to maintain standards. 

Provisional: provisional accreditation for a 
period of two years is awarded when a course 
has achieved accreditation for the first time. 
 
conditional accreditation is awarded when 
a course that has previously achieved full 
accreditation does not subsequently meet 
accreditation requirements during the five 
year accreditation term or at the time of re-
accreditation. 

Not accredited: a course that does not meet 
the requirements of accreditation. 

for information on the status of a university 
please refer to the website:
www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
spaweb/resources_for_the_public/
Become_a_speech_pathologist

Overseas qualified speech pathologists and 
re-entry 
overseas trained speech pathologists may 
apply for membership of the association under 
the mutual recognition agreement (mra) or, 
if not from a mra country, submit a complete 
application.

overseas trained speech pathologists (not 
eligible for mra) are required to submit a 
complete application and individuals returning 
to the profession must submit a portfolio 
of evidence to demonstrate they meet the 
competencies as outlined by cBos. evidence 
may include but is not limited to: examples 
from their work as a speech pathologist 
and evidence of continuing professional 
development. each application is assessed by 
two professional recognition assessors.  

 

how is cbOS used to 
maintain professional standards?

all practising 

members of Speech 

Pathology australia 

are required to 

demonstrate the 

skills, knowledge 

and professional 

standards as 

outlined by cbOS.
Stacy Baldac 

Senior Advisor Professional Standards 
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book of the year 

2016 
Book of the 

year awards

1. chris collin, megan Kitchin, renée Treml, Karen Blair, raewyn caisley, Kay crabbe, alison lester, and nick earls. 2. Kay crabbe 3. songwoman 
maroochy 4. alison lester and school children from West end state school 5. renée Treml and gaenor Dixon 6. Jo hayes 7. chris collin, megan Kitchin 
and gaenor Dixon 8. chris collin and ‘funky chicken’ 9. amanda smith, angie canning (Book of the year judge) and Vicki Browning on the day angie 
donated her books to labrador child and family centre.

1

2 3 4 5

6

7 8

9
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book of the year 

THe bOOk OF the year awards ceremony in 2016 was a resounding 
success. The ceremony was again held in Brisbane and hosted and 
supported by the state library of Queensland. in a change from 
previous years, the event was professionally facilitated by Jo hayes, 
radio journalist and newsreader from Brisbane radio station 4KQ. ms 
hayes is a former speech pathologist.

The ceremony was opened by spa national president gaenor Dixon 
who also presented the awards. spa ceo gail mulcair closed the 
proceedings. 

The highlight of this year’s ceremony was the induction of well-known 
australian children’s book author alison lester into the speech 
pathology australia Book of the year hall of fame. ms lester was 
inducted as the winner of the association’s children’s language and 
literature award for 2016.

ms lester is a prolific and successful australian children’s author. she 
is best known for her australian children’s books, including: Imagine, 
Magic Beach, Are We There Yet?, Celeste Sails to Spain, and Ernie 
Dances to the Didgeridoo. she won the speech pathology australia 
Book of the year in 2013, in the lower primary category, as it was 
then, for her book Sophie Scott Goes South.

every year it is presented only when an author is nominated and is an 
outstanding talent. past winners of the speech pathology australia 
children’s language and literature award include, graeme Base, 
mem fox and colin Thiele.

as announced in the october edition of Speak Out, five deserving 
books were awarded for their contribution to language and literacy 
development.

birth to 3 years
Once I Heard a Little Wombat by renée Treml

Three to 5 years
Something Wonderful by raweyn caisley (illustrations by Karen Blair)

Five to 8 years
Funky Chicken: Chooks in Space by chris collin (illustrations by 
megan Kitchin)

eight to 10 years
New Boy by nick earls

indigenous children
The Pearl-shell Diver by Kay crabbe

Thank you to everyone involved with the Book of the year awards in 
2016. a special thanks to Kylie Webb (consultant speech pathologist 
at the state library of Queensland); Dan georgeson, executive 
manager, literacy and young people's service at the state library of 
Queensland; and to everyone else at the library who made us feel so 
welcome on the day.

This year’s awards ceremony was filmed and can be viewed from the 
association’s youTube channel.

Michael Kerrisk
Communication and Marketing Manager

book of the year awards 

alison lester 
enters the hall 
of fame

alison lester’s hall of fame award sits “pride of place” in her studio 
at fish creek in Victoria. 
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Why do you need insurance? 
complaints do happen. When it comes to complaints from clients, 
or their families, it can be easy to think, “it won’t happen to me”. 
however, our experience tells us these complaints do occur. even 
the most qualified speech pathologist can face a complaint from 
a client. an allegation of professional negligence, no matter how 
questionable that allegation may be, still needs to be addressed in 
a careful, considered manner. This usually involves the assistance 
of expert legal advice and this is where your insurance policy, and 
more importantly, your insurance provider plays a leading role.
 
Support is provided and legal costs are 
covered 
remember, even if you are not found to be liable, the legal costs 
to defend an allegation of professional negligence can climb 
quite quickly. in addition to awards for damages, a professional 
indemnity insurance (pii) policy is there to cover all costs 
incurred, including defence costs. facing a complaint about your 
professional service can be unexpected and incredibly stressful. 
it’s an experience that you shouldn’t go through alone. in addition 
to the financial resource a pii affords, there is an entire support 
network provided by guild insurance. The ultimate aim is to 
defend and support you to allow you to continue running your 
practice. 

What should you do if someone makes a 
complaint or demand for compensation?
contact Guild – 1800 810 213
your matter will then be assigned to one of our claims managers 
or solicitors. after discussing the details of your particular 
situation, they then will work with you to determine the best way 
of managing the complaint and support you through the process. 
at the appropriate time, they will also advise you on how to 
respond to the person making the complaint. There is no excess 
for these claims and under normal circumstances, your insurance 
premium shouldn’t increase the following year as a result of 
making a claim. 

Should i contact a lawyer?
no – liability insurance products will have either a panel of law 
firms, or a preferred provider that the insurer will engage to act 
on your behalf. The law firm that is engaged by guild insurance 
is meridian lawyers who have extensive experience working in 
the allied health industry and act for the majority of allied health 
professions. guild will provide you with access to a lawyer. 

Do i still need Pi insurance if i only work 
part time in private practice? 
yes – whether you are working part time in addition to public 
sector work or only working part time in private practice you 
should have your own pi insurance policy. guild offers a part-time 
product. for details of the premium go to www.guild.com.au

Why do i need to continue Pi insurance 
after i stop working in private practice?
it is not uncommon for a formal claim to be made against 
a practitioner months, in some cases even years, after the 
consultation took place. a common misconception among 
practitioners is that once the private consulting stops, so too can 
the insurance policy. This is not the case. Due to the time that 
may have passed between the advice given and the claim being 
made, practitioners should continue to renew their policy for at 
least the first 12 months after their private practice ceases. 

for those private practitioners coming to the end of their careers, 
“run-off cover” should be discussed with your insurance provider. 
run-off cover is an insurance provision that recognises that a 
practitioner is no longer consulting, yet still has potential liability 
exposures for advice given throughout the course of their career. 
The guild policy provides run-off cover for retiring practitioners on 
an ongoing basis without the need to continue to pay an ongoing 
premium. This is not the case with all insurance policies available 
in the market and should be something you discuss with your 
insurer.  

What are the common complaints made 
by patients? 
some of the more common complaints we see are in relation to 
consent; the patients (or more commonly, the parents of patients) 
expectations not being met; and issues arising from the misuse of 
social media. some examples include:

case example 1
a speech pathologist was treating a primary school aged 
child whose parents were separated. Both of the parents had 
consented to the therapy being received. The speech pathologist 
received consent from only the mother to discuss the child’s 
progress with his school teachers. The father complained that 
he was being left out of treatment discussions and threatened to 
withdraw consent for all therapy and was considering formalising 
a written complaint.

Professional 
indemnity insurance 
explained

guilD insurance has Been WorKing in parTnership WiTh speech paThology ausTralia (spa) 
To insure speech paThologisTs since 2005. guilD unDersTanD ThaT someTimes, choosing 
an insurer can Be almosT as confusing as The language useD in The insurance policy 
iTself. TogeTher WiTh spa, guilD has DeVelopeD The folloWing faQ’s To help memBers 
BeTTer unDersTanD The imporTance of haVing The righT insurance policy.

FAQ
Professional practice 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.guild.com.au/


case example 2
a speech pathologist had been providing therapy to a child for 
a number of months. The parents complained, suggesting they 
weren’t seeing any progress with their child and demanded a 
refund of all fees paid for therapy.

Whilst the claim quantum of these examples are low, they do 
cause disruption to the operation of the business and for the most 
part, can easily be avoided. guild risk hQ www.riskhq.com.au 
is a great source of reference for tips on how to avoid complaints 
in the first place. managing social media, good record Keeping 
and informed consent are just some of the risk management 
articles that can be found by accessing this resource. 

How much insurance should you buy?
finally, a range of factors should be considered when choosing 
a limit of liability. Do you lease a premises? What does that lease 
contract stipulate with respect to holding public liability insurance? 
have you signed a contract to provide services to a commercial 
client? What do the insurance provisions within that contract say? 
What types of patients do you consult to? are they high income/
high profile? as a benchmark, guild insured speech pathologists 
usually settle on a limit of $10m professional indemnity and $10m 
public liability; however, the above points should be considered to 
ensure that the limit you choose satisfies your particular needs.

How do i obtain more information?
go to www.guild.com.au or phone 1800 810 213. 

Insurance issued by Guild Insurance Ltd, ABN 55 004 538 863, AFSL 233791. 
Guild Insurance supports your association through the payment of referral fees. 
This information contains general advice only and does not take into account 
what you currently have, want and need for your personal circumstances. It is 
important for you to consider these matters and read the policy and/or the Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS) before you make a decision about an insurance 
product. Subject to underwriting approval. Terms and Conditions apply (including 
exclusions and limitations). You can get a copy of the PDS by calling 1800 810 
213.

Sydney, NSW ............. Nov 2-4, 2016 
Melbourne, VIC ..... Nov 16-18, 2016 

Brisbane, QLD .... Nov 23-25, 2016
Perth, WA ................. Dec 1-3, 2016

See our complete workshop schedule at www.hanen.org/workshops

Space is limited! Register today for one of these upcoming It Takes Two to Talk workshops:

Involve parents with an evidence-based 
coaching framework

Give parents the skills to support their child's language 
learning during the meaningful, real-life situations where 
learning happens best.  

Attend an It Takes Two to Talk® Certification Workshop and 
gain an evidence-based framework for coaching parents to 
be primary interventionists for their child – making 
intervention a natural, ongoing process and providing the 
enriched early learning environments that are especially 
important for children with language  delays. 

guild risk hQ 
www.riskhq.com.au 
is a great source of 
reference for tips 
on how to avoid 

complaints in the 
first place.

Professional practice 
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THe eND OF the year is a great time to be able to spread 
a positive message, and i would like to say thank you to all 
members who have worked on ensuring their advertising is 
compliant with the spa code of ethics advertising policy. 
members use a wide range of different formats for advertising 
services, including more common methods: written information 
to clients, website content, social media, local newspapers, and 
extending to other formats such as radio and online service finder 
databases. it’s fantastic to see that the majority of members who 
use advertising have created content that is based on evidence, is 
not misleading, and represents the speech pathology profession 
in a professional way.

i am aware that during 2016 many members reviewed the 
advertising they are responsible for, independently from any 
contact from spa, to assist consumers to access appropriate 
services while maintaining the professionalism of speech 
pathology. This demonstrates a fantastic commitment to 
upholding two of the principles our profession is known for – 
integrity and honesty, which ensure the safety of our clients. 

i would also like to thank all members i have contacted during 
the year to advise them of changes needed to their advertising to 
ensure compliance with the policy. The vast majority of members 
i contact willingly make the requested changes, once they have 
been made aware of the policy and applied it to their advertising. 
it is also gratifying to be able to report that the requested changes 
are usually made quickly. i am available to support all members 
who are wanting to ensure their advertising is compliant with the 
policy.

The contact i have with members frequently includes reminders 
that members can apply, as appropriate, to the spa publications 
officer pubs@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au to receive the 
official spa and cpsp logos, to use in advertising and promote 
the professionalism of their services. 

i also provide reminders regarding members’ ethical obligations 
to comply with the spa policy. The changes i regularly request 
members to make include:

•	 use of appropriate wording. most commonly to find 
alternatives to the terms “specialist” or “expert” in 
advertising. These terms are not allowed in advertising 

a speech pathology service because currently there are 
no recognised areas of specialty in speech pathology in 
australia. (please re-read the article in the october 2016 
edition of Speak Out for information on spa’s current 
project on credentialing).

•	 removal of testimonials from advertising, usually 
from websites. Testimonials are a third-party personal 
statement making a recommendation about a speech 
pathologist, speech pathology service or program, 
and cannot be included in a member’s advertising or 
website.

•	 maintaining the reputation of our profession by avoiding 
derogatory comparisons with other speech pathologists. 

This year there has been much discussion regarding third-party 
review websites. as previously published, spa’s position is that 
members are not responsible for removing (or trying to have 
removed) unsolicited testimonials or reviews/ratings published on 
a website or in social media over which they do not have control.

members are not expected to monitor social media for information 
that may be written about their speech pathology services in 
forums that are not under the member’s control.

it is permissible for members to allow the inclusion of their 
practice details on an independent third-party directory, but 
members should not solicit testimonials, ratings or reviews on 
these websites. any information such as ratings, reviews or 
testimonials posted by another person on a third-party website 
should not be shared, copied, or re-tweeted, as this could be 
considered to be advertising under the member’s control.

if a member undertakes a formal, commercial arrangement with 
a third party or independent review website, then the entry for 
that member’s practice will be considered under their control, and 
must not contain reviews, ratings or testimonials.

members are also reminded of their ethical obligations to tell the 
truth and not use misleading ways to promote their services. 
These obligations prohibit the writing of reviews or ratings on the 
member’s own entry or another speech pathologist’s entry on a 
third-party or review website.

advertising good practice
is your aDVerTising appropriaTe for a healTh serVice? Trish Johnson proViDes a 
checKlisT To help you To Bring your aDVerTising in line WiTh spa’s policy. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:pubs@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au


ethics news

Language Intervention Workshop
Led by Prof Ann Kaiser

Child Language Conference
Keynote presentations from Prof Ann
Kaiser, Prof James Law, A/Prof Tricia
Eadie and Dr Cristina McKean

Working together  
to achieve 

‘Breast is Best’
Thursday 16 - Friday 17 February 2017

Presenters:  
Cathy Watson Genna (IBCLC) 

Lisa Sandora (CCC-SLP, IBCLC)

This two-day seminar is for speech pathologists, 
lactation specialists, other allied health, nursing and 

medical professionals who work with, or have an interest 
in, infants with breastfeeding difficulties. It aims to 

improve breastfeeding outcomes for infants and mothers 
through a collaborative team approach in an advanced 

clinical practice context.

For further information on registration, please email  
jane.pettigrew@health.nsw.gov.au or  

noella.phillips@health.nsw.gov.au

finally, this review of good practice in the area of advertising does 
lead to the question: When did you last read spa’s advertising 
policy and review the advertising that you are using to ensure your 
advertising is appropriate and ethical? 

if the coming holiday period is a slow time of year for you it may 
be a good opportunity to use the checklist below to audit your 
advertising and make any changes required to bring it in line with 
the policy.

my advertising is accurate and does not misrepresent the 
profession.  

i do not guarantee results.

When i advertise the benefits or outcomes of a program it is 
based on evidence.  

my advertising contains the accurate wording and/or post-
nominal for my spa membership and cpsp status, and for 
each of my staff.

i have used the approved spa logo (which i obtained, with 
permission, from spa), or does not contain the approved 
spa logo because not all of my staff are spa members.

i do not use testimonials in any of my advertising.

my advertising does not include the terms “expert” or 

“specialist” unless i have achieved recognised accreditation 
(available internationally, there are no recognised formal 
credentialing programs in australia).

for any support in the application of spa’s policy to your 
advertising, please contact me at national office.

Trish Johnson tjohnson@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au 

advertising good practice
To view the SPA advertising policy go to:

www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au     About us     

SPA Documents      Policies and Procedures   

     code of ethics      code of ethics Advertising 

Trish Johnson 
Senior Advisor, Ethics and Professional Issues

mailto:jane.pettigrew@health.nsw.gov.au
mailto:noella.phillips@health.nsw.gov.au
mailto:tjohnson@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/SPAweb/About_us/SPA_Documents/Policies_and_Procedures/SPAweb/About_Us/SPA_Documents/Policies_and_Procedures.aspx?hkey=6b2186d0-dc7a-4596-a33a-77d6b1740391#Sect3
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Keynote and invited speakers 
update 
WiFi Working & investing in Future innovations – Sydney. 
set on the world’s largest natural harbour, sydney is australia’s 
iconic face to the world. it is home to the World heritage-listed 
sydney harbour Bridge and sydney opera house, and tops most 
people’s list of dream destinations. The city consistently ranks 
high on global measures of liveability, sustainability, and health, 
safety and security.

much more than a stunning location, sydney is as 
multidimensional as it is multicultural. home to more than 200 
spoken languages and a large population of overseas-born 
residents, it’s a melting pot of different cultures, backgrounds and 
influences.

underpinned by an educated and inquisitive population, robust 
research institutions and knowledge hubs, and a pro-business 
environment, sydney is a place that’s not afraid to “give it a go” 
and pave a new path to success. 

WiFi represents more than just a signal that connects us to the 
digital world. it represents hard work, innovation and investment 
in the future. The 2017 cpc invites clinicians, researchers and 
academics to join them in sydney. 

abstract reviews
The conference planning committee (cpc) together with the 
scientific program chair would like to thank the reviewers for 
their thorough process. each submission was independently 
rated by two reviewers against a strict set of criteria. With 375 
submissions, we are confident this will ensure a program of the 
highest quality, variety and interest for our profession. all authors 
will be notified by mid December 2016 whether they have been 
successful or not.

Program development
The cpc is currently finalising the structure of the 2017 
conference program. We will continue with the concurrent 
sessions of oral and workshop presentations but this year will see 

the introduction of eposters. plenary sessions will be scheduled 
for each day. The pre-registration and welcome reception will be 
on the sunday evening and the conference dinner will be on the 
Wednesday evening.  

The speech pathology australia agm will be held on the monday, 
with the restaurant night on the Tuesday evening.

The cpc is excited to 
announce that Dr Emily 
Plowman has accepted 
the invitation to be a 
keynote speaker. emily will 
present a masterclass on 
sunday plus a keynote and 
seminar.         

Dr emily plowman 
completed a Bachelor’s 
in speech and hearing 
science with first class 
honours from curtin 
university in 2000. she 
moved to the united 
states in 2001 and 
completed a Doctorate in 
neurorehabilitation under 
the mentorship of Jay rosenbek, followed by a four-year post-
doctoral fellowship in basic neuroscience with Jeffrey Kleim.  

emily currently serves as an associate professor at the university 
of florida in the departments of speech, language, hearing 
sciences, physical Therapy and neurology. she is the clinical 
director at the centre for respiratory rehabilitation and research 
and the clinical director of speech pathology services at both the 
university of south florida and the university of florida specialised 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (als) multidisciplinary clinics. Dr 
plowman teaches graduate level courses in dysphagia, medical 
speech-language pathology, introduction to clinical speech-
language pathology and research methods. she also provides 
courses to clinicians in critical thinking in dysphagia management 

National conference

national conference 
28–31 May 2017, icc Sydney

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


National conference

national conference 
28–31 May 2017, icc Sydney

Welcome	reception	
&	win	a	ticket to 
climb the Sydney 
Harbour bridge!

add this to your 
christmas “wish list” 
and when you see 
event enews in 
your email inbox, 
answer the question 
and go in to the draw 
to win the bridge 
climb which will be 
drawn during pre-
registration on Sunday 
28 May 2017.

and is an internationally renowned speaker in this area.  

emily is the founding co-director of the swallowing systems core. 
her research focus has been on understanding mechanisms of 
bulbar dysfunction in neuromuscular disease and improving the 
clinical management of speech, swallowing and breathing in these 
challenging patient populations through the development of accurate 
screening tools and she holds current funding from the national 
institutes of health and the als association in this area.

Dr plowman currently serves on the northeastern als consortium 
(neals) Bulbar and Ventilation specialty committees and has 
previously served on the board of directors for the Dysphagia 
research society. she is an accomplished clinician and educator 
who lectures extensively both nationally and internationally and was 
recognised with the 2013 american speech and hearing association 
specialty Board in swallowing Disorders award for her research in the 
treatment of bulbar dysfunction in als. she is thrilled to return home 
for spa 2017.

many will remember Dr Laura Justice who addressed our 
conference delegates in 2009 in adelaide and stimulated our creativity 
and craftsmanship, leaving us enthused and ready to innovate. 
laura now joins us again to describe how she has been working 
and investing in innovative practices and will challenge delegates 
to consider one of the big questions for most clinicians – treatment 
dose! laura’s investments in early language and literacy have resulted 
in an impressive career that will stimulate innovation across many 
other areas of practice. she will examine what “dose” involves, why 
it’s important and examine the evidence base to inform the crucial 
decisions clinicians make. laura will challenge us to look towards the 
future with innovation and enthusiasm.

Dr Tricia McCabe, invited presenter of the 2017 elizabeth usher 
memorial lecture, will enthuse delegates with her innovative work on 
interventions for speech impairments in children and adults. Tricia has 
been working and investing in the evidence base of our profession 
and will challenge us all to reflect on our practices – past, present, 
and the changes we need to make in the future. With a backdrop of 
the Speech Pathology 2030: Making Futures Happen project, this 
lecture will examine where we have come from and the investments 
we will need to make in order to realise the innovative futures of our 
profession.

please visit our 2017 national conference website for more detailed 
profiles of our keynote and invited speakers and their abstracts, 
together with all other areas relevant to the conference.
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Sponsor and exhibitor update
The cpc would like to thank the current sponsors:

conference Dinner & Photo booth 
             

conference lanyards

We would also like to thank our current exhibitors: atos medical, 
coviu global, elr software, guild insurance, hicaps, iJslp/
Jcpslp, lizzy online, nestle health science, pearson clinical 
assessment, precise, pro-ed australia, reading Doctor, 
rosecup/nutriTaste, sandpiper publications, speechBiTe, 
speech pathology australia, sp in Vietnam and cambodia, 
silvereye learning resources, The hanen centre, Wise Words 
australia.

accommodation
Discounted rooms have been block booked for delegates at 
four hotels within close walking distance to the international 
convention centre sydney. please visit the conference website 
and the accommodation link to make your booking.

from either domestic or international terminals, sydney’s rail link 
will transfer you from the airport to the city centre and return. Visit 
this website for further information; www.airportlink.com.au

registration brochure & conference 
registration
We are currently working through the information needed for 
inclusion into the online registration brochure and conference 
registration form. The conference flyer will be included in the 
february 2017 Speak Out, which will have an overview of 
the program format. early bird registration will commence on 
Wednesday 8 february 2017, so please ensure you have renewed 
your membership to avail the cheaper membership rate.

To view all the above information please visit www.
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au and the link to the national 
conference 2017. 

on behalf of the cpc, we wish you a safe and happy festive 
season and look forward to bringing you more national 
conference news in 2017.

Harmony Turnbull
             2017 Conference Convenor 

Pamela Richards
National Conference Manager

National conference

Eating Disorders Victoria has consulting rooms available 
for a speech pathologist in private practice. We offer full 
reception support and amenities, free parking for staff 
and clients, and easy wheelchair access. Conveniently 
located opposite Victoria Park train station. 
Half day bookings $80, full day $140. Contact Client 
Services Manager Cathy Wyett: 
cathy.wyett@eatingdisorders.org.au 

or 1300 550 236

Consulting rooms for rent at 
Victoria Park Abbotsford

A great opportunity exists for a 
dynamic practitioner to join an established, 
well respected multidisciplinary clinic in the 

heart of Kew.
Full access to all amenities and full 

administrative support. 
Room available February 2017

Contact Gabriel Notarianni 

0403 585 962

ROOM FOR LEASE IN KEW - VIC

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.airportlink.com.au/
http://speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:cathy.wyett@eatingdisorders.org.au


tell uS abOut yOurSelF
i am currently the strokeconnect Queensland Team leader, 
coordinating a stroke support follow-up program. it’s a fantastic 
job where i utilise my clinical and health service knowledge to 
support the recovery of stroke survivors, while also working 
collaboratively with clinicians and health service leaders to 
improve the quality of stroke care in Queensland. on the side, i 
maintain my clinical skills by covering weekends at st andrew’s 
War memorial hospital.

why did yOu becOMe a SPeech PathOlOgiSt?
i have always been fascinated by language and communication; 
the way words sound and why they mean what they mean. 
speech pathology has given me the opportunity to explore these 
interests in a really unique way in a diverse range of work settings. 

i love that there’s always more to learn, that we get to use our 
creativity and that we have the ability to create lifelong impacts for 
our clients.

what’S the beSt Piece OF PrOFeSSiOnal advice 
yOu’ve received?
it’s important to maintain a strong work-life balance and surround 
oneself with peers and mentors who want to see you succeed. 
Being generous with our experiences, knowledge and time is very 
important for our profession! 

cOMMunicatiOn PrObleMS OFten becOMe MOre 
OF an iSSue when StrOKe SurvivOrS return 
hOMe. can yOu elabOrate? 
communication is a complex, yet invisible skill. i frequently hear 
from stroke survivors who say they didn’t appreciate how great an 
impact their communication difficulties would have on their lives 
until they went home. unlike some other conditions, stroke isn’t 
cured when you walk out of the hospital door. The “real world” 
brings about a whole new set of challenges for recovery. if you 
can’t express yourself, or you can’t make sense of the world 
around you, it can be very frustrating and isolating. 

in my clinical experience, i have also found that survivors who 
are “walkers” but not “talkers” while in hospital can be at a 
disadvantage. it can be difficult advocating for our patients to 
remain in hospital to receive the intensive speech pathology rehab 
they need if they are physically independent.

why iS it iMPOrtant FOr StrOKe SurvivOrS tO 
get SuPPOrt aS they Face the lOng JOurney 
tOwardS recOvery? 
recovery from stroke can take a while; for some people, it’s a 
never-ending journey. so it’s important for survivors to share 
their experiences, both good and bad, with a community who 
understands. staying motivated through the “plateau” in recovery 
can be tough and keeping going can seem impossible. 
equally, when stroke occurs, spouses and family members 

are transformed overnight into carers which can be incredibly 
stressful, so it’s critical they have options for support. 

why waS enableMe develOPed and hOw did yOu 
cOntribute tO it?
enableme began with a really simple idea; to give stroke survivors 
the ability to drive the next steps in their own recovery after 
access to inpatient rehab services concludes.

a free online tool, enableme gives survivors connection to peers 
and access to information about stroke from any location, 24/7, 
to help with those questions that pop into your head at 3am. 
strokeline health professionals, including speech pathologists, 
answer all questions posted on the site and contribute expert 
advice.

enableme is also aphasia friendly with accessibility features 
supporting an easy english format and highlighting of text and 
sections supporting navigation and comprehension. There’s also 
text-to-speech functionality. 

i have been involved in the development of enableme at various 
points; first in consulting with our stroke survivor community 
to plan the website features and functionality, and now in 
promoting it as a tool for health professionals and strokeconnect 
consumers. i think the biggest benefit to survivors in using 
enableme is accessing information and support in a way that suits 
them. They can be in total control and go at their own pace.

hOw can SPeech PathOlOgiStS uSe enableMe tO 
helP their clientS?
The videos and podcasts are excellent teaching and motivational 
tools. in a recent podcast on aphasia, our team interviewed Dr 
miranda rose and young stroke survivor claire hanney, who 
progressed from not being able to say a single word 12 years ago 
to now being a public speaker. 

The site is a great way to introduce our clients to writing a journal/
blogging as an outlet for expression and communication in a safe 
place. claire has written a great piece called What’s in a Word 
where she describes the experience of losing of her vocabulary 
and the impact that had on her social communication and 
confidence. 

This kind of information is useful for survivors, but it’s also 
incredibly helpful for family members and friends as it helps 
provide an understanding of what it’s like to have aphasia and 
how to support a loved one.

enableme also helps speech pathologists to think beyond the 
hospital bed and the therapy room, and to consider the real life 
impacts of stroke for survivors and their families as they continue 
their long journey towards recovery. 

for more information or to join enableme visit: 
www.enableme.org.au

&QaSupporting 
stroke survivors 
toward recovery

meeT speech paThologisT Kelcie hoWarD Who leaDs a Team To supporT 
sTroKe surViViors Through Their Journey To recoVery. 
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“i’m Never QuiTe sure how i first came to speech pathology as 
a career. from what i remember, i was a bumbling 17-year-old, as 
opposed to the current, bumbling 35-year-old – who was looking 
at university options and wanted to do good in the world. 

“mum provided the advice that speech pathology may be one 
fruitful outlet for those ideals. “you work with people who have 
difficulties with talking,” she pointed out, “you know, you help 
them.”

“i wouldn’t say i was sold immediately, but that one message was 
enough to entice a partially lost and wholly lazy young lad into the 
profession. i wanted to help people, and i wanted to give this a 
go.

“fast forward 15 or so years, and i’m still perplexed why blokes 
remain outnumbered within speech pathology ranks. While it may 
be true that more males than females are attracted to engineering, 
chemistry or finance, it is no less true that many males also have 
a passion for making a difference to the health and well-being of 
those who need it. 

“Why, then, have males typically eschewed a career in speech 
pathology?

“The first stop in answering this question is to acknowledge the 
low-hanging fruit. medicine is bathed in societal and institutional 
prestige, which makes this an especially attractive choice for the 
male ego. physiotherapy has a link with sport, and allows those 
of us who are sport-obsessed to team health care with our other 
passion. 

“While i don’t doubt these to be true, perhaps a deeper truth on 
this issue rests with that rarest of species: the male speechie. 
perhaps it is us who haven’t conveyed what a life-changing and 
fulfilling career speech pathology can be. 

“To those who juggle both nerdy and idealistic sides of their 
personality – and, let’s face it, that phrase sounds rather like most 
speechies i know – speech pathology has an exceptional story to 
tell. 

“for those, like me, who work with families who have a child with 
developmental disability, we are afforded the truly extraordinary 
privilege of developing a close relationship with remarkable 

people during their most vulnerable time. We have been taught 
highly specialised skills about the ‘what, when and why’ a child’s 
development can wander off course, and possess a suite of 
innovative methods to help the brain develop. 

“That last point cannot be underestimated. speech pathologists 
possess the ability to change the way that the brain functions so 
that people can reach their full potential. nerdiness and idealism? 
Tick and tick!

“To my mind, the paucity of blokes in speech pathology is a 
reflection of both a lack of awareness within the fraternity of what 
a speechie does, and also an obsolete typecast of a desirable 
career pathway for male high achievers. i come to this conclusion 
simply because i cannot possibly fathom what person, male or 
female, wouldn’t want to do this job.

“and, therein lies the solution to what is far from an intractable 
issue. The more that blokes talk about the challenges and delights 
of working clinically with families, the breath-taking joy at watching 
behaviour (and thus, the brain) change before your eyes, and the 
unparalleled satisfaction in reflecting that ‘i contributed to that’, 
the more that they will be seduced by speech pathology.

“ultimately, this is challenge to all of us, especially the Davids, 
the matthews and, indeed, the andrews. Whether using a 
megaphone or whisper, the greatest attraction to our profession 
will always be the story of what we experience every day.”

you can follow andrew’s research updates here: www.facebook.
com/TelethonKidsautismTeam 

WHy iS iT THAT MALES MAKE uP A SMALL 
SEGMENT OF THE “SPEECHiE” POPuLATiON? 
ANDreW WHiTeHOuSe HAS DiSCOVERED 
THAT SPEECH PATHOLOGy HAS iMEASuRABLE 
REWARDS FOR BOTH GENDERS. 

member 
profile 

bridging the 
gender gap
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THe FuTure OF speech pathology looks bright, as the first 
cohort of final-year students from australian catholic university 
(acu) used the school of allied health student conference in 
north sydney and melbourne to demonstrate how their four years 
of work would translate to the workplace.

speech pathology honours’ research project outcomes and oral 
presentations were among the wide range of student projects 
showcased at the conference on 11 november. students 
presented case study data based on placement at organisations 
including st Vincent’s hospital (nsW), monash health, and 
hornsby Kurringai health service as well as at many and varied 
early intervention agencies, community health centres, and 
schools.

nicole cassar, Director of sustainability at the Victorian aboriginal 
community controlled health organisation, delivered an inspiring 
keynote address. ms cassar’s expertise and experience as 
an allied health professional was an excellent addition to the 
conference program as she spoke about her work in building 
community capacity in culturally safe practices which strengthens 
inclusion, understanding and health in aboriginal and Torres strait 
islander communities. 

school of allied health national head, professor christine 
imms, congratulated the students on their endeavours, and their 
lecturers and supervisors for their support. 

“The conference program was rich in diversity – including project 

reports from both speech pathology and occupational therapy 
from a range of settings. i am particularly pleased about the 
growth of our school, and we can celebrate the achievements of 
our students from all four of our disciplines – speech pathology, 
occupational therapy, social work and public health – who will 
graduate this year.”

speech pathology students reflected on the conference. mia 
simson said: “it was fitting and exciting to draw our four years 
of studies to a close by exhibiting our skills and passions to 
peers who would soon become our colleagues. Thank you to 
our wonderful and dedicated teaching staff for their hard work in 
making the student conference a success.”

Tammie Tun said: “The conference was a great way to celebrate 
our journey throughout the course and a celebration of the 
journey ahead of us. it provided an opportunity for all graduating 
speech pathology and occupational therapy students to share a 
piece of that journey with others.” 

many staff from the school of allied health, faculty of health 
sciences and other acu departments participated to support the 
students and celebrate their achievements.

for more information, visit acu.edu.au. 

School of Allied Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, 
Australian catholic university

Speech pathology initiatives showcased at australian 
catholic university student conference
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member 
profile 

“i’m ONe OF those speechies that comes to the profession 
with what could be described as an ‘unusual background’.  
after qualifying as both a pharmacist and lawyer, and 
subsequently working in a number of different organisations 
including Baker and mcKenzie (a top international law firm), 
i accepted my dream job in an overseas, senior leadership 
position. nevertheless, after many years spending time on 
numerous planes and having lived and visited more cities and 
countries than i care to remember, i decided to return home 
and embark on a ‘sea change’. But what should i do?

“my family stepped in with a plan. my parents and sister 
work together in a practice for children primarily with literacy-
based special needs. They joke that it was only a matter of 
time before i returned to the fold. my father is a psychologist 
who was one of the founders of spelD (specific learning 
Difficulties association), now a national charity. my mother is a 
special education teacher and my sister is also a psychologist. 
They suggested i retrain as a speech pathologist so that we 
could work together in a multidisciplinary context. i did some 
research and contacted Dr elisabeth harrison, the convener of 
the masters program at macquarie university. i asked if i could 
have a chat with her the next time i was in the country and she 
obliged. i then made up my mind to undertake her program. 
i’ve now been practising in sydney for two years.  

“i thought i’d left my old world behind but a new initiative, 
significant to speech pathologists, has allowed me to marry my 
past with my future in a way that assists the most vulnerable in 
our community, being our children.  

“i first heard of this initiative while reading Speak Out. The 
article discussed an upcoming pilot program to be trialled 
in sydney and newcastle for allied health care professionals 
(psychologists, social workers, oTs and speech pathologists) 
to work as witness intermediaries with children who have been 
sexually abused, by assisting them to communicate with both 
the police and the courts. i applied to the Department of Justice 
and was fortunate to be selected. Wow, my two worlds just 
collided.  

“Witness intermediaries are, in the first instance, requested 
by police to informally assess the communication skills of the 
child. Witness intermediaries then discuss the assessment 
results and make suggestions to police on how best to facilitate 
communication when they conduct their interviews. The 
interviews are taped and are later replayed in court.  

“Detective chief inspector peter yeomans, apm, who is 
attached to the nsW police child abuse squad, reports that 

AFTER A CAREER AS A LAWyER AND A PHARMACiST JuliA mArTiN TRAVELLED A NEW PATH 
iNTO SPEECH PATHOLOGy AND DiSCOVERED THAT HER NEW ROLE MARRiED HER OLD LiFE WiTH 
HER NEW. 

Multidisciplinary career path

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


approximately 200 specialist officers investigate around 
4,000 alleged cases of sexual and physical abuse against 
children every year.

“i had never had any previous professional dealings with 
police, and knowing that the witness intermediaries’ 
interactive role was new, i was naturally hesitant because 
i didn’t know what to expect. since becoming involved 
with the program however, i am unequivocally impressed 
by the professionalism, sophistication and commitment of 
the police in the nsW child abuse squad. indeed, i feel 
privileged to be able to work alongside them and assist in 
the performance of their critically important role. i cannot 
help but feel how lucky the children of nsW are having these 
police officers vigilantly protecting innocence.    

“if a matter goes to trial, the witness intermediary must 
prepare a lengthy report based on their assessment 
and attendance at the police interview, which makes 
recommendations to the court. in my experience, after 
submitting my report, i was asked to attend court and sit 
in the witness box to talk the court through my report and 
recommendations, and answer questions including from the 
judge and defence counsel.  

“The witness intermediary then leaves the court room and 
goes to a separate area where the victim remains during the 
process. This room is audio and visually linked to the court 
room. The victim is asked questions through the audio-
visual link. The witness intermediary’s role is to intervene in 
proceedings by requesting the judge to provide directions 
that allow the implementation of a previously agreed 
communication strategy. 

“so how are we doing? Dci peter yeomans reports that 
the witness intermediary role, ‘has been a major success, 
assisting nsW police from the child abuse squad to 
conduct formal interviews of those children who have been 
victims of sexual assault. Their expertise and professionalism 
aids in establishing the best evidence of those most 
vulnerable in our society. This assistance continues through 
the court process which not only supports in gaining best 
evidence from the young witness, but provides consistency 
for the child which adds to their overall welfare and well-
being.’

“This is truly a marriage of my old and new worlds and 
thanks to my fellow witness intermediaries, i’m sure it will be 
a long and happy association.” 

Their expertise and 
professionalism aids in 

establishing the best 
evidence of those most 

vulnerable in our society. 

resource 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY

w w w. s p e e c h p a t h o l o g y a u s t r a l i a . o r g . a u

2017guide  

Your guide to speech pathology resources

Bookings are now 
open for the 
2017 Annual 

speech pathology 
Resource Guide!

The resource guide is the ultimate guide to 
resources, services, tools and products for 
the speech pathology profession. 

Members can enter a free submission 
and take advantage of discounted display 
advertising. 

For more information visit the publications 
page of the SPA website or contact 
the publications officer at pubs@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au to recieve 
the advertising kit and booking form. 

 

How to book...
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SPOTliGHT ON 
PrOFeSSiONAl SuPPOrT

THe ASSOciATiON HAS recently added some points to 
the supervision standards to address queries from members 
regarding how many supervisees one supervisor should be 
supporting at one time, both individually and in group supervision. 

The point below has been added:
1.5c In order to ensure supervisors have capacity to manage 
the dynamics of multiple different supervisory relationships 
appropriately, supervisors will not provide weekly supervision 
to more than 3 supervisees. This number may be increased if 
supervision frequency is less than weekly.

a number of points have also been added to the section on group 
supervision to ensure all supervisees within a group supervision 
arrangement receive adequate support, and that new graduates 
receive 1:1 supervision in combination with group supervision, 
where group supervision is being offered. 

The supervision standards can be found here: www.
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/spaweb/Document_
management/restricted/supervision.aspx

We have also received queries regarding supervision training. staff 
from speech pathology australia have been involved in a working 
party from the australian health professions australia to review 
and broaden access to existing options for training in supervision 
in each state. Training is available in each state; however, it is 
recognised that while the principles of supervision remain relevant, 
the emphasis of most state-based training is on those working in 
the health sector. 

for more information about supervision and resources available 
to support supervision processes please contact meredith prain 
psa@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

Mentoring 
it’s that time of the year to start planning for 2017, thinking 
about career goals and planning how these might be achieved. 
Being involved as either a mentee or a mentor in a mentoring 
partnership is a great way to work directly on career goals. goals 

which can be addressed and achieved through involvement in 
mentoring partnerships for both mentees and mentors include: 
development of leadership skills, reduced professional isolation, 
broader professional networks, increased knowledge of speech 
pathology specific resources, and an opportunity to reflect on and 
enhance your practice. 

To register as a mentor, take the readiness quiz; then if you 
are ready, register to be listed on the find a mentor search 
here: www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/spaweb/
members/mentoring/spaweb/members/mentoring/mentoring.
aspx?hkey=8c0b9e93-e6c5-4cc4-87c0-9ed8d8851b7d

mentees, you also need to take a readiness quiz, found at the 
above link; then if you are ready, it is your responsibility to find a 
suitable mentor for yourself. you know your goals, learning style 
and needs, and communication preferences better than anyone 
else so you are best positioned to find a mentor who will best 
suit your needs. There are a variety of places you can look for a 
mentor – the find a mentor search on the mentoring page (see 
link above), special interest groups or other speech pathology 
networks, former clinical educators or work supervisors, or spa 
facebook member communities.   

once you have found a mentor, be sure to register your 
partnership by emailing psa@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

Mentoring webinar
speech pathology australia will be running a webinar on 
mentoring on Tuesday 7 february, so aim to establish your 
mentoring partnership before then, so you and your mentee / 
mentor can kick start your partnership by attending the webinar 
together. The webinar will be relevant for members at all stages 
of the process – pre-matching, recently matched, or long-term 
mentees or mentors. Keep an eye on the national e-news and 
events e-news for calls for registrations.

for more information about supervision, mentoring or other 
professional support options, contact meredith prain psa@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

 
Supervision 
standards

mereDiTH PrAiN
Professional Support Advisor

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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mailto:psa@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
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Queensland

Qld 1648 
members
as at October 2016

rukmani (ruki) rusch is an experienced speech language 
pathologist from far north Queensland. ruki has been an 
integral member of the aboriginal and Torres strait islander (aTsi) 
stroke Team based at the cairns hospital. she has a caring and 
kind nature and has received tremendous reviews as a clinical 
educator for speech pathology students. 

recently ruki together with naomi Wenitong produced a rap for 
stroke Week (12–18 september) to promote stroke awareness 
in aboriginal and Torres strait islander communities. The rap 
provides vital stroke awareness messages in a fun and catchy 
format. specifically, the rap includes: lifestyle advice, the key 
signs of a stroke and the importance of seeking medical advice 
immediately. 

if you haven’t had a listen already, you can do so via this link 
www.soundcloud.com/strokefdn/stroke-rap

rachael Di bella 
SPA Far North Queensland representative

griffith university 
welcome to the profession
griffith university students in their final year of the master of 
speech pathology were welcomed to the profession with a wine 
and cheese afternoon on friday, 28 october. simone howells 
presented on behalf of the Queensland Branch about spa and the 
benefits of spa membership. practising speech pathologists from 
Queensland health, Department of education and private practice 
attended, together with academic staff. Thanks to everyone who 
came, it was a great afternoon!

Sharni bellato and Georgina klokman
Griffith university, SPA Student representatives

in appreciation of rukmani rusch

Branch News 
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Branch News 

wa 865
members

as at October 2016

Wa

speech pathology in the pilbara
an innovative Curtin university– Martu initiative
The innovative Jiji program (martu word for “little children”) began 
in the pilbara in the remote aboriginal communities of punmu and 
Jigalong in may 2016. curtin university and leaders of the martu 
community embarked on this partnership together. each site hosted 
an intrepid speech pathology and occupational therapy supervisor, 
as well as four adventurous final-year speech pathology and 
occupational therapy students.

Three blocks of five-week residential placements occurred between 
may and october, and an inter-professional team model was set 
up. The program was based upon a similar successful model at 
challis primary school in perth, using student-led service delivery, 
and where pre- and post-intervention outcomes indicated significant 
child health, academic and social improvements. The principles of 
community based rehabilitation were also woven into our ways of 
working.

The program, initially funded for two years, aims to:
•	 improve martu children’s health and education access, 
•	 build the capacity of parents and teachers,
•	 engage the communities in their own health care, by working 

with families and their kids together,
•	 help build potential future recruitment of health professionals to 

remote areas,
•	 collaborate with and support existing allied health service 

providers in the region.

We spent time getting to know the community, and heard about 
what help families wanted for their kids. We worked with kids and 
their families at their homes, in the community and on country. 
We also worked at the community schools and provided in-class 
support and professional development to the teaching staff. 
preliminary results were exciting and highly promising. 

The final-year students rose to the challenges of desert life and 
experienced immense personal and professional growth over 
the course of their placement in the martu community. students 
reflected on, to name a few, the development in their understanding 
of martu culture, the complexities and barriers that aboriginal people 
can face in accessing a westernised health care system, and their 
heightened awareness of culturally safe service provision.

as supervisors it was a privilege to be a part of the evolution of 
this project and live in community, form special relationships with 
community members, watch clients progress, and to witness the 
transformation in the students as they prepare to head out into the 
workforce.

victoria bishop
 Speech Pathologist

Annie carruthers
Speech Pathologist

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


tasmania

taS 111 
members
as at October 2016

Cartooning workshop for tassie 
ON SATurDAY 16 July a cartooning workshop 
was held in campbell Town, presented by cartoonist 
extraordinaire, Bradfield Dumpleton. Bradfield delivered 
a comprehensive workshop, including the drawing of 
faces, facial expressions and body language, and drawing 
comic strips demonstrating scenarios and interactions 
between characters. There was also lots of discussion 
and experimentation going on as our “speechie brains” 
were exploding with applications of these ideas. These 
ideas were being related to all areas of speech pathology 
across the lifespan. We even had the opportunity for 
some requests as a bit of fun to finish the day as Bradfield 
demonstrated how to draw some farm animals for us – 
which is an essential skill, particularly when working in the 
area of paediatric speech pathology!

a show of hands initially revealed that most of us believed 
that we could not draw. after a few hours of working with 
Bradfield, we were proved wrong! it was incredible to 
see how even simple stick figures can convey so much 
meaning and how these skills can be applied not just to 
our work but to life in general. 

it was great to see so many Tassie speechies from all 
over the state meeting together and enjoying this amazing 
workshop! many thanks to Bradfield for facilitating this 
great event. it was such a fun way to have a “visual” 
conversation, and yet another way that speech pathology 
can fit into your life! 

rachael Zeeman
Tas branch Publications executive
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iN mAY, NOrTHerN Territory spa members along with other Darwin-based allied health 
professionals attended a webinar presentation at royal Darwin hospital delivered by Kylie stothers 
from indigenous allied health australia (iaha). This collaborative session between iaha and speech 
pathology paediatric indigenous network (sppin) was convened to introduce participants to iaha’s 
cultural responsiveness framework. The framework aims to support all australian’s working with 
aboriginal and Torres strait islander individuals, families and communities to acquire the relevant 
skills and knowledge to develop capabilities that are essential for successful partnerships in action. 
The iaha framework is a strengths-based, action orientated approach to building cultural safety. it 
is based on the principles of knowing, being and doing – “What we need to KnoW, Be and Do in 
order to be culturally responsive” (see figure 1).

The session was designed to “walk” providers through the framework, and explore the importance of 
being culturally responsive, in order to positively impact the health and well-
being of australia’s first peoples. further, this framework seeks to change 
the language in the aboriginal health space from deficit-based to solution-
focused language. as service providers we may want to consider our 
drive to “fix” people, and reframe our services as working with individual 
and community strengths to maximise participation of our clients and their 
families. The framework is comprised of six key capabilities (see figure 
2) and this webinar introduced the capabilities of  self-awareness, and  
inclusive engagement.

overall we learned we can all strengthen our level of cultural 
responsiveness and we encourage you to take a look at the framework for 
yourself. 

some take-away tips for working with aboriginal and Torres strait islander clients:

•	 Don’t worry about silence. after you pose a question, wait, allow the family time (maybe even 
two minutes) to process what you are saying. as a health professional working with aboriginal 
and Torres strait islander people be prepared for silence and if this is something that you are not 
comfortable with, your responsibility is to work on this, learn from it and practise it.

•	 remember some families are communicating with you in their second or third language. allow 
for time for clarification and think about aboriginal interpreters to ensure clear communication 
and understanding.

•	 families might feel more comfortable sitting side by side with you. if possible allow for a 
more fluid room set up where family members can move chairs or sit where they feel most 
comfortable. 

other things you can do:

1. Download the cultural framework from iaha at www.iaha.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2015/08/2015-iaha-cultural-responsiveness-framework-WeB.pdf 

2. indigenous allied health australia (iaha) is a national not-for-profit, member based aboriginal 
and Torres strait islander allied health organisation. established in 2009, from a network of 
committed allied health professionals and registered in 2013, iaha has 837 members, only 67 
of them in the nT! Join iaha through their website. you do not have to be an indigenous allied 
health provider yourself and membership is free! go to www.iaha.com.au  

3. Join speech pathology paediatric indigenous network (sppin) through their facebook page.  

4. check out racism stops With me: https://itstopswithme.humanrights.gov.au/ and join the 
campaign. 

for more information please contact iaha directly on (02) 62851010, email admin@iaha.com.au or 
visit www.iaha.com.au

Northern
territory

nt 47 
members

Branch News 

as at October 2016

Introducing the Indigenous allied Health australia’s 
Cultural Responsiveness Framework

bea Staley charles Darwin university
kylie Stothers indigenous Allied Health Australia

fig.1

fig.2

Speech	Pathology	Australia	is	partners	with	IAHA	to	conduct	cultural	responsiveness	education	
sessions	with	our	members	across	the	country.	More	information	from	SPA	will	follow	shortly.	
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Victoria 

vic 1911
members
as at October 2016

SiTTiNG TO WriTe the agm slides gave 
me the opportunity to reflect on what a big 
year the Victorian Branch has had in 2016.

The member engagement team 
has been busy coordinating social and 
representation events for the year, including 
a wine and cheese night at milk the cow in 
carlton for swallowing awareness Day on 
11 may, the trivia night at Bridie o’reilly’s 
for speech pathology Week and organising 
volunteers for the three-day pregnancy, 
Babies and children’s expo in august. alice 
crook was also awarded an early career 
award at national conference for her 
services to Vic Branch.

The advocacy portfolio has been working 
to create links with the advocacy groups 
of the other state Branches, as well as 
working with national office to contribute 
into submissions to the state Disability plan 
(2017–2022), and the Victorian parliamentary 
review into medical Treatment (decision-
making) and advanced care planning. 
amanda simionato and robyn stephen 
represented the Branch on the spa working 
party to prepare a response to the state 
government review into services for people 
with autism. We are grateful to ronelle and 
sandy for their expertise in making these 
submissions and the opportunity to support 
Victorian members to contribute to the 
submissions.

The student portfolio has been working 
to coordinate links between the Victorian 
university student cohorts. This networking 
has meant that there have been some 
huge student events in 2016, including the 
sold-out Creating Futures event during sp 
week, and fundraising events across the 
uni campuses, including the ms 24-hour 

swimathon and the melbourne marathon 
festival. 

once again, we were given the opportunity 
to participate in the leadership victoria 
health Sector leadership program, 
and i congratulate elaine Kefalianos, Julia 
greco, Trish Johnson and Kate Bridgman on 
completing the program. 

in my first year as Branch chair, i have had 
the opportunity to attend the Victorian state 
Budget launch, the pTV-V/line launch of 
the communication access symbol, host 
Branch sp2030 events, present the spa 
student awards at lTu; and in the last 
month have had the opportunity to present 
to graduating students at charles sturt 
university, australian catholic university, 
the university of melbourne, and la Trobe 
university (both Bendigo and melbourne). i 
would like to take this opportunity to thank 
the Victorian Branch executive and national 
office staff for supporting me in my transition 
to Branch chair in 2016.

The Branch year has been finalised with the 
agm and, with the ongoing roll out of nDis 
in the state, a timely presentation from Trish 
Johnson and Tristan nickless titled Ethically 
Speaking: A Case Study in Professional 
Ethical Practice discussing relevant ethical 
dilemmas faced by practising speech 
pathologists. Thank you both for sharing your 
knowledge with the membership.

on behalf of the Victorian Branch executive, 
we wish you all a happy and safe festive 
season. We look forward to continuing to 
work with the Victorian membership in 2017.

Jane-elise cherry
victorian branch chair

It’s been a big year!

elaina Kefalianos, Kate Bridgman, Trish Johnson and Julia greco after completing the leadership Victoria 
health sector leadership program. 

at the launch of the pTV-V/line 
communication access symbol are, 
from BacK Jane-elise cheerry, chris 
lyons, alan fedda (acting ceo pTV), 
gary liddle (acting ceo, V/line) aT 
fronT zane mcKenzie and lisa ho.
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Branch News 

Victoria 

vic 1911
members
as at October 2016

Creating Future speechies

STArTiNG Our SecOND year of the university 
of melbourne's master of speech pathology, 
we were excited at the prospect of completing 
a research project. having learned about 
the importance of evidence-based practice, 
the opportunity to contribute to the literature 
was compelling. We would be investigating 
communication development in children under 
the supervision of Katherine sanchez and angela 
morgan at the murdoch childrens research 
institute.

as our project concludes, we can reflect on 
our experience of being novice researchers. 
We valued being able to direct our project and 
problem solve its mechanics. it was satisfying to 
delve deeply into a topic, apply our knowledge 
of statistics, hone our skills in scientific writing 
and author an original piece of research. 
understanding the process better, we now feel 
more confident asking questions of researchers. 

We noted the relationship between research and 
clinical practice. as students, it was sometimes 
difficult to interpret results and consider clinical 
implications without much clinical experience 
ourselves. We feel that research is something we 
may return to after gaining clinical experience. at 
the same time, the months spent analysing data 

attuned us to the intricacies of child language, 
which is directly applicable to clinical practice.

Tips for student researchers:

•	 organisation is key! establish effective 
systems (e.g. reference management 
software, summary notes) from the beginning 
to facilitate finding information.

•	 Keep a research journal handy to jot down 
ideas; "eureka moments" often happen away 
from the computer. 

•	 Before you begin, develop a timeline with 
mini-deadlines for each project component 
and review it regularly. This allows you to 
break down large tasks into smaller goals, 
and see your progress.

•	 create agendas and minutes for meetings 
with your supervisor. This strengthens 
communication.

•	 To maximise the clarity of your writing, accept 
offers of feedback from readers who are both 
familiar and unfamiliar with the topic.

linda leem bruggen and Stephanie mills

Research in speech pathology: a student perspective

linda leem bruggen and stephanie mills

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


iN THe FirST year of the master of speech 
pathology, students at the university of 
melbourne attend a supported communication 
workshop at st Vincent’s hospital. During this 
workshop we learned about the prevalence of 
aphasia and met people living with the condition. 
many of us have been shocked to learn that 
up to 38 percent of stroke survivors experience 
some form of impairment and yet aphasia does 
not feature in the vocabulary of the average 
australian. This left us with a burning question. 
how can we make our society accessible to 
people with aphasia if nobody knows what it is? 
in 2016 we set out to change that. 

our goal was to raise awareness and funds 
for the australian aphasia association by 
challenging ourselves to participate in the 
medibank melbourne marathon festival. on 
16 october fifteen students completed various 
events at the festival to show our dedication to 
improving the lives of people with aphasia. 

in total we raised $5077.60, over five times our 

original goal of $1000. more importantly, we 
have introduced the concept of aphasia in to 
our wider social networks and have hopefully 
sparked a change in perception of those with 
communication difficulties.  

We’d like to thank everyone that donated to our 
efforts and we hope to continue this initiative in 
the years to come. 

full marathon 42.2km: madeleine gwynne, 
michael prewer and Kathleen mellahn

half marathon 21.2km: madeleine hodgson, 
stephanie mills, sarah Draper, helen Worley, 
amanda Truong, georgina Johnson, melissa aar 
and stephanie Vassallo 

10 km run: ayesha al Barwani and clare 
chapman

3km walk: shabana alavi and charlotte 
ponchard

kathleen mellahn
victorian branch Student member

Research in speech pathology: a student perspective
students Run for aphasia

Victoria 

vic 1911
members
as at October 2016
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Your SPA membership
offers great opportunities 

to save

For more information:
email info@memberadvantage.com.au 

or call 1300 853 352

www.memberadvantage.com.au/spa

Your SPA Member Advantage 
benefits program offers an extensive 

range of quality lifestyle 
and financial benefits.

Members can take advantage of value for 
money savings on benefits

all year round.

Popular services include:

Dining
Movie tickets

Accommodation
Gift cards

Magazine subscriptions
Online shopping

Electronics & IT
Package tours

Car hire
Lifestyle experiences & Gifts

•  
•   
•  
•  
•  
•  
• 
• 
• 
•  

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:info@memberadvantage.com.au
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